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Dissertation Summary
Title: Physical Quantities: Mereology and Dynamics
Zee R. Perry
Physical quantities—things like length, mass, charge, and volume—are commonly represented
in science and everyday practice with mathematical entities, like numbers and vectors. We explain
why I cannot reach the iced coffee 3ft away from me on the table by citing the fact that my arm
is 2.5ft long and 2.5 < 3. However, we don’t think that the ‘<’ relation between the numbers 2.5
and 3 is directly explaining anything about my arm and the coffee. Rather, this mathematical fact
explains indirectly by representing some directly explanatory physical feature of the system itself.
A satisfactory account of the physical world should give us an understanding of the underlying
physical structure in virtue of which these mathematical representations are successful. In my
dissertation, I defend a two-pronged account of quantity that analyzes this structure in terms
of how that quantity traffics with the rest of the physical world. In the first half (Chapters 1
and 2), I argue that, for some quantities—which I call “properly extensive”—this structure is
grounded in their relationship to the parthood. The second half (Chapters 3 and 4) concerns
the relation between physical quantities and dynamics, and argues that all other quantities have
their structure only derivatively, in virtue of their dynamical connections to properly extensive
quantities according to the physical laws.
There is a commonly accepted distinction between intensive quantities (like density or temperature), for which the temperature, say, of a whole is, in general, not the “sum” of the temperatures of its parts, and extensive quantities which are additive in this way. In Chapter 1, I argue
that there are more ways a quantity can impact what parts an object can have, or what those
parts must be like, than what’s captured by the intensive/extensive distinction, and introduce
the notion of a properly extensive quantity. Quantities like mass and charge are extensive but
not properly so, since they are “additive” but not “subtractive”: If an object can be divided into
massive parts, then its mass must be the “sum” of the masses of those parts. However, the converse is not necessarily true: A muon, for instance, has a greater mass than an electron but has no
part as massive as that electron (since they are both fundamental particles). In contrast, length
is properly extensive: A line’s length is the “sum” of lα and lβ if and only if it is divisible into
two parts of length lα and lβ respectively. Quantities like length, volume, and temporal duration
are, I argue, properly extensive.
Chapter 2 defends an account of these quantities according to which predicates like “shorter
than” and “(not as long as, but) as long as a part of” are not just necessarily coextensive (as
established in Chapter 1), they’re expressions of the same relation. I call this the MereologicalReductive (M-R) account of properly extensive quantities, and present the M-R account of volume
in formal detail. The account defines the relations that constitute volume’s quantitative structure
in terms of mereological relations and the sharing of intrinsic volume properties. I give mereological definitions for volume ordering and summation relations as well as a schema for the many
volume ratio relations, like “n-times the volume of”. I show that this definition schema extends to
capture even irrational volume ratios, like “π-times the volume of”. The M-R account’s definitions
necessarily satisfy all the formal features needed to justify representation with real numbers, and
they do justice to the intuition that volume ordering, summation, and ratio relations are intrinsic

to their relata. In contrast, I argue that competing theories of quantitative structure, like those
defended by Field (1984) and Mundy (1987), cannot give a fully general account of volume metric
relations without giving up intrinsicality.
Chapters 3 and 4 concern quantities which are not properly extensive, like mass, charge,
temperature, density, etc. We cannot ground these quantities’ structure in the physical makeup
of their instances (as the M-R account in Chapter 2 does for properly extensive ones) because
their quantitative structure is not reflected in the parthood structure of their instances: e.g., two
massive point particles may stand in the “π-times as massive as”, or the “twice as massive as” or
any of countless other mass metric relations, despite both having no proper parts.
Chapter 3 considers a theory of mass—defended by Mundy (1987), Eddon (2013), and
others—which grounds mass’s metric structure in the distribution of primitive ordering and summation relations between mass properties. The Mundy-Eddon view guarantees enough structure
to distinguish the mass ratio relations, since the ordering and summation relations hold between
necessary existents (viz. the mass properties) and obey necessary axioms. I argue that this view
solves the problem at the cost of detaching the metaphysics of mass’s quantitative structure from
its role in the physical world. For instance, the account can explain why a massive composite
instantiates the property 5g, and it (plus some dynamical laws) can explain why it behaves roughly
like how the dynamical laws predict a 5g simple would. But these two explanations have almost no
overlap. This, I argue, means the view cannot explain why certain facts about mass’s primitive,
second-order quantitative structure so closely track the actual dynamics of massive bodies.
Chapter 4 argues that the best chance for a viable account of non-properly extensive quantities
(‘non-’ takes wide scope) requires a hierarchical picture—i.e. one where we define one quantity’s
structure in terms of some other quantity, whose structure is taken as given. Specifically, I defend
an account which grounds the structure of non-properly extensive quantities in their dynamical
connections to the properly extensive ones, as established by the physical laws. Here the difference
between cases where, e.g., a pair of point particles stand in “π-times as massive as” and one where
they stand in “twice as massive as” is determined by the degree of difference in the accelerations
they undergo when impressed by forces of the same strength. I show how this can be done, and
respond to arguments like those of McKinsey, Sugar, and Suppes (1953) which purport to show
that classical mass cannot be defined in terms of the other primitives of Newtonian mechanics
without ruling out or conflating distinct physical possibilities.
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